
MAGIX Video easy HD
Create impressive videos the easy way

May 19th, 2016 - MAGIX are proud to present the new version of Video easy HD - the ideal beginner-level software for transforming video
recordings into spectacular films in no time at all! Thanks to the redesigned program interface and tons of helpful wizards and automations,
users can now edit and share their own videos - no previous experience is necessary. The latest version of Video easy HD is impressive not
only due to user friendliness, but optimized performance. The software's native 64-bit architecture and H.264 support enables users to import,
edit and export videos faster than ever before.

Create perfect video in just 3 simple steps with Video easy!

Import & edit

It doesn't matter whether users prefer to record using a digital camera, smartphone or camcorder - the latest
version of Video easy HD lets them edit video footage in resolutions up to 4K Ultra HD quicker and easier than
ever before. Thanks to the program's native 64-bit architecture, it frees up processing power and uses less
storage space. What's more, the new H.264 hardware-accelerated decoding reduces CPU load to enable
faster video editing. As well as connection and startup wizards integrated in the program, the clearly laid out
user interface means that working on video editing projects in Video easy HD is simple and intuitive right from
the start.

Optimize videos & get creative

The new version of Video easy contains a range of practical tools and decorative elements for true creative
freedom when optimizing videos. Using the automatic image optimization and backlight correction features,
users can enhance color, brightness and contrast, and adjust lighting conditions with a single click. Users can
add further creative touches with the new blur transitions and select from a range of new templates. The 20
new effect transitions make use of a completely new blur-based technology, enabling users to create smooth
transitions between different video clips. New templates enable users to find the right menus, intros and outros
no matter what the occasion. The high image quality in the templates give videos a professional, consistent
look.

Present videos

Video easy HD offers a variety of output options for sharing finished movies with others. Users can burn videos in resolutions up to 4K to DVD
or Blu-ray Disc, upload directly to YouTube and Facebook from within the program or save them securely to a computer. Videos can be
transferred from MAGIX Video easy directly onto mobile devices (iPad, iPhone, iPod touch), tablets (e.g. Samsung Galaxy Tab) or Android
smartphones.

Key features:

Compatible with all standard camcorders, digital cameras  smartphones
Intuitive user interface
Connection and Introduction wizard
Lots of stylishly animated menu templates
Cinematic transitions and video effects
High-quality intro and outro animations
Export to DVD, Blu-ray Disc, YouTube and as files

The new version of Video easy HD is now available in stores and online for $49.99.



Editors Notes

About MAGIX:

MAGIX is a leading international provider of high-quality software, online services and digital content for multimedia communications. Since
1993, MAGIX has developed leading technologies for creating, editing, managing and presenting photos, graphics, videos and music.

MAGIX operates internationally from branches in the USA, Canada, the UK, France, Italy, Spain and the Netherlands. The product range is
targeted towards both laymen and professionals alike, going beyond the PC platform to include seamlessly integrated online and mobile
applications.
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